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Abstract

Scalable video distribution schemes have been studied for quite some time. For very popular videos, open-loop broadcast
schemes have been devised that partition each video into segments and periodically broadcast each segment on a different
channel. Open-loop schemes provide excellent scalability as the number of channels required is independent of the number of
clients. However, open-loop schemes typically do not support VCR functions. We will show for open-loop video distribution
how, by adjusting the rate at which the segments are transmitted, one can provide VCR functionality. We consider deterministic
and probabilistic support of VCR functions: depending on the segment rates chosen, the VCR functions are supported either
100% of the time or with very high probability. For the case of probabilistic support of PLAY and Fast-forward (FF) only, we
model the reception process as a semi-Markov accumulation process. We are able to calculate a lower bound on the probability
of successfully executing FF actions.
© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Classification

VoD systems can be classified inopen-loop systems[12] andclosed-loop systems[10,16]. In general,
open-loop VoD systems partition each video into smaller pieces calledsegmentsand transmit each segment
on a separate channel at its assigned transmission rate. Those channels may be logical, implemented with
an adequate multiplexing. All segments are transmitted periodically and indefinitely. The first segment is
transmitted more frequently than later segments because it is needed first in the playback. In open-loop
systems, there is no feedback from the client to the server, and transmission is completely one-way. In
closed-loop systems, on the other hand, there is a feedback between the client and the server. Closed-loop
systems generally open a new unicast/multicast stream each time a client or a group of clients issues a
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request. To make better use of the server and network resources, client requests are batched and served
together with the same multicast stream.

Open-loop systems use segmentation in order to reduce the network bandwidth requirements, which
makes them highly scalable because they can provide Near Video on Demand (NVoD) services at a fixed
costindependentof the number of users. In this paper, we will show how open-loop NVoD schemes can
support VCR functions, which are defined as follows:

• PLAY: Play the video at the basic video consumption rateb.
• PAUSE: Pause the playback of the video for some period of time.
• Slow-forward/Slow-backward (SF/SB): Playback the video at a rate equal toYS × b for some period

of time. We haveYS < 1.
• Fast-forward/Fast-backward (FF/FB): Playback the video at a rate equal toXF × b for some period of

time. We haveXF > 1.

1.2. Related work

Most VoD systems do not support VCR functions. It is assumed that users are passive and keep playing
the video from the beginning until the end without issuing any VCR function. However, support of
VCR functions makes a VoD service much more attractive. Most research on interactive VoD focuses on
closed-loop schemes[1,6,13,15]. To support VCR functions such as FF, all these schemes serve the client
who issues an FF command viaa dedicated unicast transmission, referred to as contingency channel.
When the client returns into PLAY state, (s)he joins again the multicast distribution. It is obvious that
such a solution is not very scalable since it requires separate contingency channels and also explicit
interaction with the central server. Thus, open-loop schemes are particularly well suited when: (a) the
number of users grows large, or (b) the communication medium has no feedback channel, which is the
case in satellite or cable broadcast systems.

Very little work has been done to support VCR functions in open-loop VoD schemes[2,4,8,14]. Except
for the paper by Fei et al.[8], all the other schemes only consider PAUSE or discrete jumps in the video.
Fei et al. propose a scheme called “staggered broadcast” and show how it can be used together with
what they call “active buffer” management to provide limited interactivity. In staggered broadcast, the
whole video of durationL is periodically transmitted onN channels at the video consumption rateb.
Transmission of the video on channeli startsts = L/N time units later than channeli−1. Depending on
the buffer content and the duration of the VCR action, the VCR action may be possible or not. In the case
that the VCR action is not possible, it is approximated by a so-called discontinuous interactive function
where the viewing jumps to the closest (with respect to the intended destination of the interaction) point
of the video that allows the continuous playout after the VCR action has been executed.

The big difference between the related work and our scheme is that up to now, the support of VCR
functions either required a major extension of the transmission scheme (e.g. contingency channels) or was
very restricted (e.g. staggered broadcast). We will demonstrate the feasibility of deterministic support of
VCR functions in open-loop VoD systems byincreasing the transmission rateof the different segments.
While this idea looks very straightforward, it has been, to the best of our knowledge, never proposed before.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first describe the so-called tailored transmission
scheme, then discuss how to adapt this scheme to support VCR functions. For the case of PLAY and
FF user interactions we develop an analytical model that allows the computation of a lower bound on
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the probability that a user interaction can be successfully executed and then provide some quantitative
results. The paper ends with a brief conclusion.

2. Open-loop NVoD

2.1. Introduction

Many different open-loop NVoD schemes have been proposed in the literature; for a survey see[12].
These schemes typically differ in the way a video is partitioned into segments and can be classified mainly
in three categories:

• Schemes that partition the video in different length segments and transmit each segment at the basic
video consumption rate[9,19].

• Schemes that partition the video in equal-length segments and decrease the transmission rate of each
segment with increasing segment number[3].

• Hybrid schemes that combine the two above methods[14,20].

In the following, we will present in more detail the scheme calledtailored transmissionscheme that was
proposed by Birk and Mondri[3] and is a generalization of many of the other open-loop NVoD schemes
previously described.

2.2. Tailored transmission scheme

The base version of the tailored transmission scheme works as follows. A video is partitioned intoN

equal-length segments. Each segment is transmitted periodically and repeatedly on its own channel. A
client who wants to receive a video starts by listening to one, more, or all channels and records these
segments.

We shall need the following notation:

• si denote the time the client starts recording segmenti;
• wi denote the time the client has entirely received segmenti;
• vi denote the time the client starts viewing segmenti;
• ri denote the transmission rate of segmenti (bits/s);
• D denote the segment size (bits);
• b denote the video consumption rate (bits/s).

To assure thecontinuousplayout of the video, we require that each segment is fully received before its
playout starts, i.e.vi ≥ wi . Given a segment sizeD andvi − si ≥ wi − si = D/ri , the transmission rate
ri of segmenti must satisfy the following condition to assure a continuous playout of the video:

ri ≥ D

vi − si . (1)

If the client starts recordingall segments at the same time, i.e.si = t0, Birk and Mondri have shown
(Lemma 1 in[3]) that the transmission rate will beminimaland is given as

rmin
i = D

wi − t0 . (2)
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Fig. 1. An example of the tailored transmission scheme with minimal transmission rates.

Without loss of generality, we may assume thatt0 = 0, which implieswi = i ×D/b, whereD/b is the
durationof a segment. Then,rmin

i = b/i, and the total server transmission bandwidth is

Rmin
t = b

N∑
i=1

1

i
∼ b × ln(N).

Fig. 1 illustrates the tailored transmission scheme for the case of minimal transmission rates. The client
starts receiving all segments at timet0. The shaded areas for each segment contain exactly the content of
that segment as received by the client who started recording at timet0. A client is not expected to arrive
at the starting point of a segment; instead a client begins recording at whatever point (s)he arrives at, and
stores the data for later consumption. Therefore, the startup latency of is the scheme corresponds to the
segment durationD/b.

3. How to support VCR functions?

Given the base scheme of the tailored transmission with its minimal transmission rates, we will show
how to adapt (increase) the segment transmission rates to support VCR functions. To convey the main
idea, we will limit ourselves first to the case where the only VCR function possible is FF. In fact, the
FF is the only VCR action that “accelerates” the consumption of the video, which possibly can lead to
a situation where the consumption of the video gets ahead of the reception of the video. We present
a solution that makes sure that any FF command issued can be successfully executed. The other user
interactions such as SF, SB, FB or PAUSE can be accommodated by buffering at the client side. From
now on, we therefore consider only two states: PLAY and FF.

We make the following two central assumptions:

• The client has enough disk storage to buffer the contents of a large portion of the video.
• The client has enough network access and disk I/O bandwidth to start receiving theN segments at the

same time.

The trend for terminal equipments appears to be that more and more storage capacity is available. Actually,
there already exist products that meet the above assumptions. An example is the digital video recorder
by TiVo [18] that can store up to 60 h of MPEG II video and, connected to a satellite feed, can receive
transmissions at high data-rates.
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However, for the case where the assumption on storage does not hold, we also know how to support
VCR functions: the idea will remain the same, only the individual segment transmission rates required
will be higher. The scheme we propose may be adapted to this situation. Note that the trade-off between
the storage capability of the client and segment transmission rates for the case of NVoD has already been
explored by Birk and Mondri[3].

3.1. Deterministic support

Whenever a client issues an FF command, the video is viewed at a playout rateXF faster than the
normal rate, i.e. the consumption of the video occurs at a rate equal tobXF and each segment will be
consumed afterD/bXF units of time instead ofD/b units of time in case of PLAY. As a consequence,
the viewing times of all segments not yet viewed will be “advanced” in time. To obtain adeterministic
guarantee that every FF command issued during the viewing of a video can be executed, we consider the
worst case scenariowhere the client views the whole video in FF.

Let vFF
i denote the time the client starts viewing segmenti, given that (s)he has viewed segments

1,2, . . . , i − 1 in FF mode. We can compute thevFF
i as follows1

vFF
i = v1 + i − 1

XF
× D

b
.

If the client starts recording all segments at the same time, i.e.si = t0, we can compute, similar to(2),
the transmission raterFF

i that allows unrestricted FF interactions as

rFF
i = D

vFF
i − t0

= D

v1 + (((i − 1)/XF)× (D/b))− t0 .

If we assume thatt0 = 0, which impliesv1 = D/b, the expression simplifies to

rFF
i = bXF

XF + i − 1
. (3)

3.2. Probabilistic support for FF

In the previous subsection, we have computed the minimal transmission ratesrFF
i such that all the FF

interactions issued can be realized. We have considered the worst case scenario where the client views
the whole video in FF mode. While a client might do so, we think that it is much more likely that the
viewing of a video will alternate between PLAY and FF modes (and possibly other VCR actions). We
will in the following use a model for the viewing behavior where a user strictly alternates between PLAY
and FF. We refer to this behavior as Simple FF (S-FF).

Our goal is to support FF interactions withhigh probability, while transmitting each segment at a rate
lower thanrFF

i . To this purpose, we define the ratesr I
i as follows:

• The server transmits the segmentsi ∈ {2, . . . , N} at a rater I
i = Armin

i , whereA is therate increase
factor, with 1 ≤ A ≤ XF, andrmin

i is computed in(2).

1 The playout and therefore VCR actions do not start before segment 1 has been entirely received; we therefore havevFF
1 = v1.
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• The server transmits segment 1 at rater I
1 = rmin

1 , still because the playout does not start before segment
1 has been entirely received.

4. Analytical model for the S-FF model

In this section, we will compute a closed-form lower bound on the probability that a segment issuccess-
fully consumedby the client. Segmenti is successfully consumed by the client if segmenti+1 is available
to him/her before the consumption of segmenti has been completed; otherwise we will say that the con-
sumption of segmenti hasfailed. A failure is resolved once the next segment is entirely available to the
client. It is worth pointing out that failures may occur both in mode PLAY and mode FF, as shown onFig. 2.

We will assume that the client alternates between both modes of consumption. More precisely, we
introduce two independent renewal sequences of random variables (rvs){SP(n)}n and the{SFF(n)}n,
whereSP(n) andSFF(n) will represent the duration of thenth PLAY and FF periods, respectively.

For modeling purposes, and also because we believe this assumption corresponds to a reasonable
behavior of the client, we will assume that the remaining duration of a PLAY or FF period when a failure
occurs isresumedwhen the next segment is available to the client. This corresponds, for instance, to
the situation where the client wants to reach a particular point in the video or avoid a particular scene,
regardless of the failures that (s)he may encounter while viewing the video.

In order to ensure a probabilistic support for FF (cf.Section 3.2), recall that segmenti is transmitted at
rater I

i = Armin
i = Ab/i (bits/s). Therefore, theith segment will be entirely available to the client at time

wi = iD/Ab. The continuous playout of segmenti requires that at the viewing timevi , this segment has
been entirely received, i.e.vi ≥ wi . Segmenti = 2,3, . . . , N will fail if this inequality does not hold.
The continuous playout of the video requires that all segments be on time, namely,

vi ≥ wi, i = 2,3, . . . , N.

Fig. 2. Failures occurring in PLAY and FF modes.
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Recall thatv1 = w1 since the client cannot start viewing the first segment before it has been entirely
received.

The numberL of segments on time is given by

L =
N∑
i=1

1{vi≥wi},

where1A stands for the indicator function of the eventA, from which we deduce the mean number of
segments on time

E[L] =
N∑
i=1

P(vi ≥ wi). (4)

Denote byR(t) the number of bits of the video which have been consumed by the client in [v1, v1 + t).
Clearly,

vi = inf {t > 0 : R(t) ≥ (i − 1)D}, i = 2,3, . . . , N. (5)

ComputingP(vi ≥ wi) in closed-form for alli is not an easy task. Indeed, it is related to computing the
distribution of the length of a busy period in a fluid queue fed by a Markov-modulated rate process. In
the present paper, we will content ourselves with the derivation of an elementary lower bound.

To derive this lower bound, we consider thesemi-Markov accumulation process{Q(t), t > 0} which
is constructed as follows: during a PLAY periodQ(t) continuouslyincreases with the rateb and during
an FF period itcontinuouslyincreases with the ratebXF. More precisely fort > 0,

Q(t)=
∑
n≥0

1{Tn<t≤Tn+SP(n+1)}[b(t − ZFF(n))+ bXFZFF(n)]

+
∑
n≥0

1{Tn+SP(n+1)<t≤Tn+1}[bZP(n+ 1)+ bXF(t − ZP(n+ 1))]

with Tn := ∑n
i=1(SP(i) + SFF(i)), ZP(n) := ∑n

i=1 SP(i), ZFF(n) := ∑n
i=1 SFF(i). By conventionT0 =

ZP(0) = ZFF(0) = 0.
By construction ofQ(t) andR(t), it is obvious that (seeFig. 3)

R(t) ≤ Q(t), t ≥ w1. (6)

Observe that both processes{R(t), t ≥ w1} and{Q(t), t ≥ w1} would be identical in the absence of fail-
ures. We see from(6)and the definition(5) thatvi ≥ wi will hold if Q(wi) < (i−1)D, which implies that

P(vi ≥ wi) ≥ P(Q(wi) < (i − 1)D).

Hence, cf.(4),

E[L] ≥
N∑
i=1

P(Q(wi) < (i − 1)D)). (7)

For the transmission scheme we described inSection 3.2, the segment arrival times are given bywi =
iD/Ab for i ≥ 2, but the analysis above actually holds for anyreception scheduleof segments given by
a sequence{wi; i ≥ 1}.
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Fig. 3. Comparison ofQ(t) andR(t).

In Section 5, we present results for determiningP(Q(T ) < x), for anyT andx. These results are
actually obtained for any semi-Markov accumulation process with a finite state-space (seeSection 5.2).
WhenSP(n) andSFF(n) are exponentially distributed rvs with respective means 1/τP and 1/τFF, we can
apply the formulas inSection 5.3. First, use(16) with r1 = b andr2 = bXF. Then, use the formulas for
qij (x) (the density of the distribution ofQ, conditionally on the start/end states) withα = τP andβ = τFF.
The probabilitiesP(Q(T ) < x) are then obtained by numerical integration.

5. Semi-Markov accumulation process

In this section, we develop a framework for evaluating the workload distribution generated in a given
time-interval by a semi-Markov accumulation process with an arbitrary (but finite) state-space.

After defining the process (Section 5.1), we show that the Laplace transforms of the sought distributions
satisfy the linear system ofequations (15). Finally, we apply the formula to the case of a two-state
continuous-time Markov process (Section 5.3), where the Laplace transform can be inverted to obtain the
density of the distribution.

5.1. Definition

We first construct formally the accumulation process from a semi-Markov process. LetE = {1,2, . . . , K}
be a finite state-space. Let

• {Si(n)}n be a sequence of i.i.d. rvs, for eachi ∈ E ;
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Fig. 4. Construction of the accumulation process.

• {Z(n)}n be a homogeneous discrete-time Markov chain on the state-spaceE , with one-step transition
matrix P = (pij )i,j∈E .

The semi-Markov process{X(t), t ≥ 0} is defined jointly with a sequence{Tn}n of jump times as

Tn+1 = Tn + SZ(n+1)(n), X(t) = Z(n+ 1), Tn ≤ t < Tn+1, X(t) = Z(0), 0 ≤ t < T0

with T0 some nonnegative rv.
The accumulation processQ(t) is such that while the processX(t) is in statei,Q(t) accumulates at a

constant rateri . Formally,{Q(t), t ≥ 0} is constructed as follows: setQ(0) = 0 and let

Q(t) = Q(Tn)+ rZ(n+1)(t − Tn), Tn ≤ t < Tn+1, Q(t) = rZ(0)t, 0 ≤ t < T0. (8)

This construction is illustrated inFig. 4. The upper part shows the evolution of the discrete-time Markov
chainZ(n), and ofX(t). The lower part displaysQ(t)as a function of the jump timesTn. The accumulation
rates are such that 0= r3 < r1 < r2.

5.2. Distribution ofQ(t)

LetQi;r (T ) denote the quantity accumulated in [0, T ) given thatX(0) = i andT (0) = r. In other
words, the processX starts in statei with a residual sojourn timer in this state. Similarly, denoteQi;Si (T )
the same quantity, but given thatX(0) = i with a residual timeT (0) distributed according to the total
sojourn time distribution (i.e. as if a transition to statei had occurred at time 0).

Depending on the problem to be solved, one may be interested in the distribution ofQi;Si (T ) or that
of Qi;S̃i (T ), whereS̃i is the forward recurrence time ofSi . The latter corresponds to the case where
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the semi-Markov process{X(t)} is stationary. The common procedure for computing these distributions
is to compute that ofQi,r(T ) for an arbitraryr, and then integrate with respect to the proper distri-
bution.

We are therefore interested in the distribution ofQi;r (T ), jointly with that ofX(T ), namelyP(Qi;r (T ) ≤
x,X(T ) = j). We shall actually compute the Laplace–Stieltjes transform (LST)

Q̂
i,j,r

T (ν) = E[e−νQi;r (T )1{X(T )=j}] =
∫ ∞

0
e−νx dP(Qi;r (T ) ≤ x,X(T ) = j). (9)

The computation below may be seen as a generalization of the analysis developed by Cox and Miller
[5, Section 9.3]for alternating renewal processes (i.e.K = 2).

First, if r ≥ T , then no jump occurs before timeT , and sinceX(0) = i, thenX(T ) = i andQ(T ) = riT .
In that case,

Q̂
i,j,r

T (ν) = E[e−νriT 1{i=j}] = e−Tri νδi,j , (10)

whereδi,j = 1 if i = j and 0 otherwise.
On the other hand ifr < T , then at least one jump occurs in the time-interval [0, T ), and conditioning

on the state reached after the first jump (i.e.Z(1)), then using the stationarity and independence of the
underlying sequences, we have

Q̂
i,j,r

T (ν) =
∑
k∈E
pik e−rr i νE[e−νQk;Sk (T−r)1{X(T−r)=j}]. (11)

We now compute the Laplace transform ofQ̂i,j,rT (ν) with respect toT . With the help of(10) and (11),
we obtain∫ ∞

0
e−µT Q̂i,j,rT (ν)dT

=
∫ r

0
e−µT e−Tri νδi,j dT +

∫ ∞

r

e−µT ∑
k∈E
pik e−rr i νE[e−νQk;Sk (T−r)1{X(T−r)=j}] dT

= 1 − e−(µ+riν)r

µ+ riν δi,j +
∑
k∈E
pik

∫ ∞

0
e−µ(r+T ) e−rr i νE[e−νQk;Sk (T )1{X(T )=j}] dT

= 1 − e−(µ+riν)r

µ+ riν δi,j + e−(µ+riν)r
∑
k∈E
pik

∫ ∞

0
e−µT

E[e−νQk;Sk (T )1{X(T )=j}] dT . (12)

A relation involving only the rvsQi;Si (T ) is obtained from(12)by integrating both sides with respect tor,
considered to be distributed asSi . LetSi(r) denote the distribution function ofSi and letS∗

i (s) = E[e−sSi ]
be its LST. Introduce also the notation

Ki,j (µ, ν)=
∫ ∞

0
e−µT

E[e−νQi;Si (T )1{X(T )=j}] dT

=
∫ ∞

0
e−µT

∫ ∞

0
e−νq dP(Qi;Si (T ) ≤ q,X(T ) = j)dT . (13)
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Then, we have

Ki,j (µ, ν)=
∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

0
e−µT Q̂i,j,rT (ν)dT dSi(r)

=
∫ ∞

0

1−e−(µ+riν)r

µ+ riν δi,j dSi(r)

+
∫ ∞

0
e−(µ+riν)r dSi(r)

∑
k∈E
pik

∫ ∞

0
e−µT

E[e−νQk;Sk (T )1{X(T )=j}] dT

= 1 − S∗
i (µ+ riν)
µ+ riν δi,j + S∗

i (µ+ riν)
∑
k∈E
pikKk,j (µ, ν). (14)

This is a system of linear equations from which the required Laplace transforms can be computed. To see
this better, define the matrices

K = (Ki,j (µ, ν))(i,j)∈E×E , S = diag(S∗
i (µ+ riν))i∈E , L = diag

(
1

µ+ riν
)
i∈E
,

where diag(ai)1≤i≤m denotes them × m diagonal matrix with elementsa1, . . . , am. Then,(14) rewrites
as

K = L(I − S)+ SPK, K = (I − SP)−1L(I − S). (15)

The matrixI − SP is invertible because the spectral radius ofSP is less than 1 whenR(µ + riν) > 0
for all i. This follows by application of a standard bound on the spectral radius[11, Cor. 6.1.5]: ρ(SP) ≤
maxi

∑
j |(SP)ij | = maxi |S∗

i (µ+ riν)|. This is less than one in the specified domain, from well-known
properties of Laplace transforms.

Once the matrixK is computed, other initial conditions of the process{X(t), t ≥ 0} may be investigated.

• For instance, if the residual sojourn time in statei is r, then the distribution is obtained using(12), i.e.∫ ∞

0
e−µT Q̂i,j,rT (ν)dT = 1 − e−(µ+riν)r

µ+ riν δi,j + e−(µ+riν)r
∑
k∈E
pikKk,j (µ, ν).

• If the residual sojourn time in statei is given byS̃i , the forward recurrence time ofSi (in other words,
if {X(t), t ≥ 0} is stationary), then integrating(12)gives, with obvious notation

K̃i,j (µ, ν) =
∫ ∞

0
e−µT

E[e−νQi;S̃i (T )1{X(T )=j}] dT , K̃ = L(I − S̃)+ S̃PK.

Remark. A simple extension of this derivation shows that the accumulation process may be gener-
alized by replacing the constant-rate process by any stationary process with independent increments.
The formulas above hold with the term “riν” replaced by someφi(ν) characteristic of the process
(see[7, Eq. (7.3’), p. 419]). For instance, for the Poisson process with rater, φ(ν) = r(1 − e−ν),
whereas for a diffusion process with driftr and varianceσ 2, φ(ν) = rν + 1

2σ
2ν2.
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5.3. Application to a two-state Markov accumulation process

In this section, we address the case of a two-state, continuous-time Markov process, with infinitesimal
generator

Q =
(

−α α

β −β

)
.

Let Qr1,r2(T ) denote the quantity accumulated during the interval [0, T ) when accumulation rates in
states 1 and 2 arer1 andr2, respectively. In distribution, we have

Qr1,r2(T ) = r1Q1,0(T )+ r2(T −Q1,0(T )) = r2T + (r1 − r2)Q1,0(T ). (16)

Computing the distribution ofQr1,r2(T ) is therefore reduced to computing the distribution ofQ1,0(T ),
which is the visit time in state 1 during the interval [0, T ). We therefore taker1 = 1 andr2 = 0 and apply
formulas ofSection 5.3. We assume that the residual time in the initial state has the same distribution as
the total sojourn time. Observe that due to the memoryless property of the exponential distribution,Si
andS̃i have the same distribution. The relevant matrices are:

L−1 =
(
µ+ ν 0

0 µ

)
, P =

(
0 1

1 0

)
, S =




α

α + µ+ ν 0

0
β

β + µ


 .

Using(15), we obtain

K = 1

(µ+ β)(µ+ ν + α)− αβ
(
µ+ β α

β µ+ ν + α

)
.

The last step is to invert the Laplace transformKij (µ, ν) with respect toν andµ. From the definition
(13), this will give the density of the distribution ofQ(T ).

The inversion can be performed using general rules and tables for Laplace transforms (see e.g.[17]).
Inverting with respect toν is straightforward, because we have a rational function of degree 1 inν. We
obtain:∫ ∞

0
e−µT d

dq
P(Qi;Si (T ) ≤ q,X(T ) = j)dT = e−αq e−µq exp

(
αβq

β + µ
)
.

For the inversion with respect toµ, we use in particular the following properties:

L−1(e−µxf (µ), µ; T ) = L−1(f (µ), µ; T − x)1{T≥x},

L−1(f (µ+ β), µ; T )=L−1(f (µ), µ; T )e−βT , L−1(eaµ, µ; T ) =
( a
T

)1/2
I1(2

√
aT)+ δ0(T ),

L−1

(
eaµ

µ
,µ; T

)
= I0(2

√
aT), L−1

(
eaµ

µ2
, µ; T

)
=
(
T

a

)1/2

I1(2
√

aT),

whereL−1(g(s), s; t) = G(t) if g(s) = ∫∞
0 exp(−st)G(t)dt (i.e. inverse of the Laplace transformg(s)

at pointt), In(·) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and ordern (see e.g.[17, p. 7]) andδa(t)
is the Dirac function at pointa.
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Define

qij (x) = d

dx
P(Q(T ) ≤ x,X(T ) = j |X(0) = i)

for x ≥ 0. We finally find, withf (x) = 2
√
αβx(T − x):

q11(x) = e−αT δT (x)+ e−αx e−β(T−x)I1(f (x))

√
αβx

T − x 1{T≥x},

q12(x) = α e−αx e−β(T−x)I0(f (x)), q21(x) = β e−αx e−β(T−x)I0(f (x)),

q22(x) = e−βT δ0(x)+ e−αx e−β(T−x)I1(f (x))

√
αβ(T − x)

x
1{T≥x}.

In order to obtain the distribution functionsP(Q(T ) ≤ x,X(T ) = j |X(0) = i), the Laplace transforms
Kij (µ, ν)/ν should be inverted. This leads to more involved series which shall not be reproduced here.

6. Numerical results

We have applied the bound in(7) to a video of length 2 h= 7200 s. We have varied the segment
size from 200 to 800 s. The numberN of segments varies inversely from 36 to 9. The playout factor
for FF is XF = 3. This is a standard value for VCRs, also used in other papers. We consider two
different duration ratiosτFF/τP=2 and 5 (i.e. PLAY periods last two times, resp. five times longer than
FF periods). The parameters chosen are detailed inTable 1. We have displayed in this table the average
“natural” consumption rate of the video, given by

bN = b1/τP +XF/τFF

1/τP + 1/τFF
= bτFF + τPXF

τFF + τP .

In order to compare the performance of our scheme for videos of different lengths, we have measured
theprobability of success:

πs = E[L]

N
.

The results should depend on how the natural ratebN compares to the rate increase factorA. If bN/b < A,
then the law of large numbers will force the “natural” consumption curveQ(t) (and thereforeR(t)) to
lie below the playout limit with large probability. Note that this effect may be long to appear ifbN/b is

Table 1
Parameters of the numerical experiments

1/τP 1/τFF A bN/b

45 9 1.4 1.33
45 9 1.3 1.33
60 30 1.9 1.67
60 30 1.8 1.67
60 30 1.7 1.67
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Fig. 5. Lower bounds on the probability of successE[L]/N for segments of the whole video.

close toA. If bN/b > A, then the converse effect appears. In that case, it also turns out that the actual
curveR(t) records a large number of failures.

Another effect may kick in: the probability that a failure occurs within segmenti may depend oni.
First, the time betweenw1 andw2 (=D × (2/A − 1)/b) is smaller than the typical inter-arrival time
between segmentswi+1 − wi = D/Ab. This may give a significant advance of data, and with few
(large) segments, may result in a large success probability. On the other hand, whenbN/b < A, the
first segments tend to be vulnerable to fluctuations in the consumption rate and have a smaller success
probability. But ifbN/b > A, the first segments are more likely to be played out without failures than later
ones.

The results are reported inFig. 5. The curve for 1/τP = 45, 1/τFF = 9 andA = 1.3 exhibits the poorest
performance. This was expected, sincebN/b > A in this case. Note, however, that the accuracy of the
bound is not good for small values of the segment length (seeTable 2), and that the probability of success
is actually larger than 80%.

The other curves exhibit a probability of success larger than 85% for 1/τP = 60, 1/τFF = 30 and
A = 1.7 (which is just slightly larger thanbN/b), and larger than 95% for the three other sets of
parameters. The curves withA = 1.4 and 1.8 almost coincide. The experiments show that choosing a
parameterA only slightly larger than the expected consumption rate of the user, coupled with sufficiently
large segment sizes, achieves a very reasonable success probability.

The accuracy of the bound(7) is not good in relative terms, as demonstrated inTable 2. In this table,
the bound is compared with values obtained by simulating a million replications of a playout of the entire
video. The relative accuracy improves whenD increases; this is explained by the fact that the law of large
numbers has more effects when segments are longer.
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Table 2
Comparison of the lower bound on the success probability (B) with simulations (S) (1/τP = 45, 1/τFF = 9)

A = 1.4 A = 1.3

D B S D B S

200 0.9602 0.9837 200 0.5226 0.8099
300 0.9794 0.9898 300 0.6132 0.8110
400 0.9896 0.9941 400 0.6926 0.8259
500 0.9949 0.9970 500 0.7683 0.8512
600 0.9976 0.9985 600 0.8180 0.8727
700 0.9989 0.9993 700 0.8716 0.9021
800 0.9995 0.9997 800 0.9027 0.9212

The accuracy is, however, sufficient to assess the efficiency of the rate increase technique, and may be
used to optimize the parameterA, in a compromise between the probability of success and the bandwidth
requirements. Such an optimization is outside the scope of this paper.

7. Conclusions

We have shown how by increasing the segment transmission rates for the tailored transmission scheme
one can provide either deterministic or probabilistic support of user interactions. Since the FF ac-
tion is the most “challenging” one to support, we restricted our analysis to a viewing behavior where
only PLAY and FF are allowed. We first derived deterministic guarantees for satisfying all possi-
ble FF actions. Since the deterministic guarantees were based on the pessimistic assumption that the
user watches the whole video from start to end in FF mode, we then defined a model for the view-
ing behavior (S-FF model) that consists of the user alternating between the PLAY and the FF
modes.

For the S-FF model, we derived an analytic expression for a lower bound on the success proba-
bility. The reception of the segments is modeled as a semi-Markov accumulation process that allows
the computation of the amount of video data received. While supporting VCR functions (and in par-
ticular FF) requires an increase in the segment transmission rates, our results indicate that this in-
crease remains “moderate”. The analytical results obtained for the S-FF are still pessimistic ones in
the sense that a user who executes not only PLAY and FF but also actions such as PAUSE of SF
will reduce the rate at which the video is consumed compared to the case of the S-FF model. In
future extensions of this research, we shall exploit the theoretical formalism for accumulation pro-
cesses that we have developed in this paper in order to handle various user’s behavior and other VCR
functions.
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